Cytological features of well-differentiated tumors of uncertain malignant potential: Indeterminate cytology and WDT-UMP.
The purpose of this study was to clarify the cytopathological features of well-differentiated tumors of uncertain malignant potential (WDT-UMP), a possible borderline lesion of thyroid follicular cell tumor. We analysed the cytopathological findings of fine needle aspiration (FNA) smears from 6 cases histologically diagnosed as WDT-UMP. WDT-UMP, benign and malignant lesions were compared retrospectively and morphologically. No (0%) nuclear pseudoinclusions were found in adenomatous goiter (AG), follicular adenoma (FTA) and WDT-UMP. Nuclear pseudoinclusions were increased in number in papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) with indeterminate cytology (0.8%) and PTC with malignant cytology (1.2%). The incidence of nuclear grooves increased gradually from AG/FTA (0%), WDT-UMP (4.5%), PTC with indeterminate cytology (6.2%) and PTC with malignant cytology (6.5%). The nuclear area of WDT-UMP, an average of 40.0 µm(2), was between that for benign AG/FTA and PTC with malignant cytology. The maximum/minimum axis of WDT-UMP (0.934) lied between that of AG/FTA and PTC. The degree of the nuclear circularity of WDT-UMP was less than that for PTC. WDT-UMP belong to indeterminate category between PTC and follicular adenoma morphologically, and this is one of the major reasons why some of PTC can be found in the indeterminate category. Questionable PTC-N including questionable nucler inclusions (artifact vacuole) may be seen in WDT-UMP, but absolute or definite nuclear inclusions with sharp border are not found in our 6 cases. Therefore this group of thyroid tumors (EnFVPTC and WDT-UMP) may be found in indeterminate category more often, because of intermediate nuclear morphology and incomplete nuclear vacuoles.